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PREFACE.

I HATE been induced to prepare this little volume almost entirely

with reference to the wants of the many young men who desire to

qualify themselves for field service in an Engineer Corps. On that

account, I have endeavored, by the use of the plainest language, to

render the subject intelligible to them, dispensing with that mathe-

matical brevity which would have better accorded with the require-

ments of those who have already attained to some degree of profi-

ciency in elementary field operations. Still, I trust that it will not

prove unacceptable even to the latter.

The Table of Natural Sines and Tangents to single minutes, in a

form sufficiently portable for field use, will supply a want which I

have myself frequently experienced, not only in the operation of lay-

ing out curves, but on many other occasions.

One object in preparing it, was to furnish the profession with a

Table that should be not only portable, but absolutely reliable. Those

whose occupations compel them to resort to the Tables in common

use, must have frequently experienced, like myself, the extreme em-

barrassment which attends the inaccuracies to which they are all

subject. So long as a Table is known to contain a single error, the

position of which is not ascertained, its employment is attended with

doubt in every instance in which we are obliged to refer to it. On
this account, I have not only prepared these Tables with the most

scrupulous care, while in common type, but in order to render their

accuracy a matter of certainty, I had them stereotyped, and after-

wards revised three times with the utmost caution. I therefore feel

no hesitation in saying that they may be depended upon absolutely.

The same remark applies to the other Tables contained in the

volume.

As Hassler's and Hutton's Tables of Natural Sines and Tangents
are those most in use among the profession, it will be desirable to



those persons who possess them, to be able to correct the following

errors, which I detected in comparing them.

In Button's Tables, Fifth Edition, 1811.

Sine of 6 8', for -1063425, read -1068425.

Page 328, at top, for 25 Deg., read 40 Deg.

Tangent of 44 60', for -1000000, read 1 '000000.

Tangent of 41 60', for -8994040, read -9004040.

In Dr. Gregory's Corrected Edition (tTieSth) of Button's Tables, 1838

Sine of 49 14', for -7576751, read -7573751.

In Hassler's Tables, 1830.

Sine of 78 24', read -9795752.

The foregoing I believe to be all the errors in the Natural Sines

&nd Tangents to whole minutes, in tne respective tables. The dis-

crepancies of 1 in the 7th decimal, 1 have not considered as errors,

is they are occasioned by a neglect of the value of the 8th decimal.

For calculating curves, it is not necessary to use more than 4

lecimals.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that, beyond 44, the Sines,

Fangents, &c. are read upwards, from the bottom of the page, using

;he corresponding column of minutes. To find the sine of an angle

exceeding 90, subtract the angle from 180, and take out the sine

)f the remainder because the sine of an angle, and that of what

t wants of 180, are the same.

In this edition the Tables of lladii and Ordinates have been

extended.

JOHN C. TRAUTWIXE.

ERRATA. None.



IELD PRACTICE

OF

LAYING OUT CIRCULAR CURVES
FOR

RAILROADS.

ARTICLE I.

PRINCIPLES^)?
LAYING OUT CURVES.

METHOD 1.

To lay out a Curve by means of Tangential Angles.

IF from any point B, fig. 1, in a straight line A D, we

lay off any number of equal

angles, as D B s, s B
,

t B u
9

u B V, &c., and at the same time

make the chords B s, s t
,

t u,
u v, &c, equal to each other,
then the points B, s, , M, v, &c.

will be situated in the circum-

ference of a circle, which is tan-

gential to the line A D at the

point B.

The first of these angles, z
D B s, is called the tangential

angle, as being that by which
the curve is connected with the tangent A D ;

but inasmuch
as the others are all equal to it, they also are called tan-

gential angles.
If any obstacle, as h, should prevent our seeing from B

farther than to v, the curve may be continued by removing
1* 6



the instrument to u, the point preceding v; thence sighting
first on v, continue to lay off additional tangential angles
v u w, w u x, c., as before. Or else, moving the instru-

ment to v itself instead of to w, sight back to u, and lay off

first the exterior angle p v w, equal to double the tangential

angle, and afterward continue the tangential angles w v x,
x v <7, &c., as before, to the end of the curve.

Finally, in order to pass from the end of the curve at g,
on to a tangent g z, place the instrument at g, and sighting
back to x, lay off the tangential angle x g o ; then o g con-

tinued toward z will be the required tangent. (See Art. IV.)
For the tangential angles corresponding to different radii,

and chords of 100 feet, see page 25.

ARTICLE II.

METHOD 2.

To lay out a Curve ~by means of Deflection Angles.

Fig. 2. First, having, as in method 1, laid off a tangen-
tial angle D B s, and measured
the chord B s, remove the in-

strument to the end s of the

chord, and make the exterior

angle m 8 1 equal to twice the

tangential angle, and measure
the chord s t ; and so on at the

other points t, u, v, &c., making
each of the exterior angles n t u,

ouVj &c. equal to twice the tan-

gential angle, and all the chords

equal ;
then will the points B,

s, t, u, v, &c. be in the circum-

ference of a circle which is tan-

gential to the line A D at the point B, as by the first

method.

But if, at any of these points, as v, we wish to pass off

to a tangent v L, employ at that point the tangential angle
z v L, equal to half the deflection angle z v w. (See Art. IV.)

These exterior angles, included between any chord and

the extension of the preceding chord, are called deflection



angles, or angles of deflection, or angles of curvature. In

any given circle, the angle of deflection is always precisely
double the tangential angle, supposing the chords to be

equal. At page 25, we give tables of the angles corres-

ponding to circles of different radii, embracing the limits

of railroad practice ;
and calculated for chords 100 feet in

length, that being the usual length for a measuring chain

on public works,

N. B. The deflection angle of any curve is equal to the

angle t c u, or t c s, &c. at the centre of the circle, sub-

tended by one of the equal chords t u or t s. This angle
at the centre, so subtended, is called the central angle.
The tangential angle, being always half the deflection angle,
is, of course, always half the central angle.

ARTICLE III.

METHOD 3.

To lay out a Curve by Eye.

The deflection angles, fig. 3, e s t, ft u, g u v, hvw, &c.,

being double, the tangential

angle D B s, the arcs e d t,

f i u, g m v, h n w, &c., are

double the arc DCS, since

the arcs of circles are propor-
tionate to the angles which

they subtend
;
but the chords

et, f u, g v, h w, &c. are not

double the chord D s, since

the chords of arcs are not

proportionate to the arcs, or

to the angles which they sub-

tend.

The chords e t, f u, g v,

h iv, &c., which subtend the

deflection angles, are called

deflection distances ; and the chord D s, which subtends the

tangential angle, is called the tangential distance.

But although, in any given circle, the deflection distance

is not truly twice the tangential distance, yet the difference



is so trifling in large railroad curves, with chords of but 100

feet, that it may generally be neglected in curves of more
than 300 feet radius.

In our tables the precise length of both will be found for

different radii, and for chords of 100 feet.

Having these respective distances, we may frequently
trace a curve on the ground by the eye only, with very tole-

rable accuracy, sufficient for guiding the 'excavations and

embankments, especially on nearly level ground. Suppose,
for instance, it be required to lay out in this manner a
curve of 5730 feet radius.

First, find by the table, page 25, or by Art. XVI, the

deflection distance etorfu, &c., corresponding to a radius

of 5730 feet for a chord of 100 feet, viz. 1-745 feet; and
also the tangential distance ds -873 of a foot.

Then from the starting point B, and in line with A B,
measure B D equal 100 feet

; and put a pin at D. Also
from B, measure the chord B s, equal 100 feet

;
at the same

time measuring with a graduated rod, from the pin D, the

tangential distance D s, equal to -873 of a foot
;
and place

a stake at s. The pin at D may then be removed.

Next, make s e equal 100 feet, placing a pin at e, pre-

cisely in line with s B
;

also from s measure s t equal 100
feet

;
at the same time measuring with the rod from the pin <?,

the deflection distance e
, equal to 1-745 feet. Place a stake

at
,
and remove the pin at e. In this manner proceed to

find other points as far as the end of the curve at v.

In order to pass from the curve, as at v, to a tangent v L,

proceed as before, only using the tangential distance h n,
instead of the deflection distance h w. (See Art. IV.)

This method is abundantly accurate for laying out curves

on a canal, or common road
;
and will occasionally answer

very well, when carefully performed, for railroad curves,
in the absence of an instrument. Thin straight rods, iron-

pointed, and a plumb line should be used for ranging the

points in the latter case.

The transit instrument is the best for tracing curves, and

running lines generally. I prefer the graduations to run
from the same zero, right and left, to 180 each way. There
should be two verniers, graduated to minutes

; by their

means half, or even quarter minutes may generally be esti-

mated with considerable certainty. The telescope revolving
in a vertical plane, greatly expedites the laying off of exte-



rior angles, after having first sighted backward to the point
behind.

The verniers are sometimes graduated to hundredths of a

degree ;
and this division is, in certain cases, the best

; but

for general purposes, the division into minutes is to be pre-

ferred, as all the printed tables of sines, tangents, &c., are

calculated for that division.

ARTICLE IV.

On Sub-Chords.

We have hitherto spoken of curves as if they were com-

posed of equal chords, each of 100 feet in length. It fre-

quently happens^ however, that at the end of a curve, as

at e, fig. 4, we are obliged to use

a shorter, or sub-chord d e, in order_ A

to unite properly with the tangent

/
In that case, and when using

Method 1., Art. L, of laying off
curves by means of tangential an-

gles, we must, in order to fix th6

point e, lay off a sub-tangential an-

gle d A e, as much smaller than the

entire tangential angle B A c, or

c A d, &c., as the sub-chord d e is

smaller than an entire 100 feet

chord, a
<?,

e d, &c. Thus if the

sub-chord be one-half, or one-fourth, &c. of the entire

chord, the sub-tangential angle must be one-half, or one-

fourth, &c. of the entire tangential angle.
This method is not mathematically exact, for the reason

stated in Art. III. (viz. that the chords subtending different

angles are not proportional to those angles ;) yet, for curves of

300 or more feet radius, and with chords not exceeding
100 feet in length, th6 error is not observable in practice.

In like manner, when we pass off from a sub-chord, as at

e, to a second tangent, e /, we must place the instrument

at e, and lay off the same sub-tangential angle d e g ; or

which is better, take sight from e to c, and lay off the angle
c e g, equal to the sum of a tangential and the sub-tangen-
tial angle.
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But when using Method 2, Art. II. of deflection angles, or

Method 3, Art. III. of deflection distances, we may calculate

the sub-deflection angle, a s e, fig. 5, and sub-deflection dis-

tance a e, formed between a sub-chord s e, and the extension

s a, ofan entire chord g s, with sufficient accuracy for curves

of 300 or more feet radius, and chords of not more than
100 feet, thus:

Rule. Say, as an entire chord of 100 feet is to the sub-

chord s e, so is the deflection angle of the curve, to a certain

angle. Add these two angles together and divide their sum

by 2, for the sub-deflection angle a s e, of the sub-chord.

Example. The curve,

, f fig. 5, has a radius of

319-6 feet, and an angle
of deflection, fg s, of 18
for chords of' 100 feet.

The sub-chord s e is 25
feet in length ;

what is the

, sub-deflection angle a s e',

and also the sub-deflection

distance a e, for the sub-

chord s e ?

Chord. Sub-Chord.

Here, as 100 is to 25,
Def. An. of Certain

100 ft. chord. Angle.

So is 18 to 4 30'.

The sum of these two angles, 18 and 4 30' = 22 30',
the half of which is 11 15', the required sub-deflection

angle a s e.

Again, to find the sub-deflection distance a e, of the sub-

chord s e
;
take from the table of sines, the natural sine of

one-half the sub-deflection angle a s e, just found. Multiply
this natural sine by 2, and multiply that product by the

length of the sub-chord.

Example. The sub-deflection angle is 11 15'; one-half

of it is 5 37J', the tabular natural sine of which is -0979,
which multiplied by 2, gives '1958

;
and this multiplied by

the sub-chord, 25 feet, gives 4*895 feet, the required sub-

deflection distance a e.

Finally, to find the sub-tangential distance s n, by means
of which to pass from e to the tangent e m, say ?

as 10000
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is to the square of the sub-chord in feet
;
so is the tangential

distance for a 100 feet chord, to * n. In this instance, \ve

have as 10000 is to 625, so is 15-69 feet to -980 feet, or s n.

ARTICLE V.

Ordinates for Entire Chords.

It would be both tedious, and liable to inaccuracy, to at-

tempt to fix all the necessary points in railroad curves by
the foregoing means, which are employed only for entire

chords, or for such sub-chords as may be required at the

ends of curves.

The best method is to stretch a piece of twine a 5, fig. 6,

100 feet long, between two ad-

jacent chord-stakes, and mea-
sure off as nearly as may be ~
at right angles to it, with a '

graduated rod, the previously
calculated ordinates, e d, e /, g h, &c., placing pegs at

d, /, h, c.* Our table of ordinates, page 28, is calculated

for distances apart lc,ce,eg, &c., of 5 feet; and for all

curves likely to occur in practice. The 5 feet distances

on the twine should be marked by knots or otherwise; and
those at the center, and half way between it and the ends,
be further distinguished by tying on pieces of tape.

The 5 feet distances are only used (after the excavations

and embankments are finished) for placing pegs to guide
the laying of the rails, and then only for very sudden

curves; for those of large radii, distances of 10 feet are quite

sufficient, or even 25 feet for very easy curves. For guiding
the curves of the cuttings and fillings, it is not necessary to

place the stakes nearer than 50 feet apart ;
unless for those

of less than about 1000 feet radius-, when they may be

placed 25 feet apart. Ordinates for radii intermediate of

those in the table, may either be calculated by the rules

given further on
;
or they may be taken proportionally in-

termediate of the tabular ones, with sufficient accuracy for

practice.

Ordinates for Sub- Chords.

These may readily be calculated approximately enough
* On the tops of these stakes, small tacks are driven to define the precise

point in the curve.
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for railroad practice, for curves of over 300 feet radius, and
for chords not exceeding 100 feet, thus : In a circle of

given radius, not less than about 300 feet, the ordinates of

an entire 100 feet chord may be assumed to be to those of

a sub-chord, as the square of the chord is to the square of

the sub-chord.

In all our tables the chord is supposed to be 100 feet,

the square of which is 10000
; the rule therefore becomes,

as 10000 feet : to square of sub-chord in feet ; ; Ord, of

Chord : Ord. of Sub-chord approximately.

Example. In a curve of 5730 feet radius, the middle
ordinate of a 100 feet chord is '218 of a foot

; what will

be the length of the middle ordinate of a sub-chord of 50
feet ? Here,

Sq. of 100 ft: 8*0^0 ft.::

10000 : 2500 : : -218 ft. : -0545 ft.

And so of any other ordinate, always supposing the chord

and sub-chord to be divided into the same number of parts.

ARTICLE VI.

Having given the angle a b d, fig. 7, it is required to find
the point a or d, at which to commence a curve of given
radius.

Rule. Subtract half the angle a b d from 90
; the re-

mainder will be the angle b c a,

or b c d. From the table of tan-

gents take the natural tangent of

b c #, and multiply it by the given

'radius; the product will be b a, or

Example.^Lzt the angle aid
be 120 P

,
how far from b must we

begin, at a or d, to lay out a curve

a n d, of 2865 feet radius ?

Here, half of the angle a b d= 60, which taken from

90 leaves the angle b c a = 30. The natural tangent of

30 '= -5773, which multiplied by the radius of 2865 feet,

gives 1653-96 feet for b a or b d. (See Art. XII.)
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ARTICLE VII.

Having given the angle a b d, fig. 7, and the distance from
l> to a, or d, at one of which we wish to commence a curve,
it is required to find what radius a c or c d. the curve

must have, in order to unite with b a and b d tanyen-

tialty at a and d.

Rule. Subtract the angle a b
t?, which is half the angle

a b d, from 90; the remainder will be the angle b c a, or b

c d. Then as nat. sine of b c a,* is to nat. sine of a b e,f
so is a b to a

<?,
the radius required.

Uztample.-^'Let the angle a 5 d be 120, and the dis-

tance b a or b d 1654 feet
; what will be the radius a c or

c d of a circle that shall touch a and d tangentially.
Here the angle a b c = half the angle a b d, is 60,

which taken from 90
, leaves the angle "b c a, or b c d=

30, Then as the nat. sine of b c a (30) = -5000 is to

nat. sine of a b c, (60) = -8660, so is b a (1654 feet) to

a c, (2865 feet,) the radius required*

ARTICLE VIII.

Having given the radius a o, fig. 7, of a curve, and the

angle a b d, it is required to find the number of chords

of 100 feet that will constitute the curve.

Mule. Subtract the angle a b d from 180, and divide

the remainder by the angle of curvature, or deflection of

the curve. The quotient will be the required number of

chords.

Example. Let the angle a b d be 120, and the radius

a c, 2865 feet,

Here the angle a b d, 120, subtracted from 180, leaves

a remainder of 60; which, divided by 2, the angle of

deflection for a curve of 2865 feet, gives a quotient of 30
;

Which is the required number of chords of 100 feet.

N. B. Had the quotient contained a,fraction of a chord,
it would have indicated that we should have had to em-

ploy a sub-chord at the end of the curve
;
for instance, had

the number of chords been 30 J, a sub-chord of 50 feet

(very approximately) would have been necessary.
* The angle opposite the given side, a 6.

f The angle opposite the required side, a c.

2
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ARTICLE IX.

How to proceed when the end of a curve does not correctly

join the tangent.

We sometimes find, in running out a curve for the num-
ber of chords determined by the Rule in the preceding Ar-

ticle, that instead of uniting as it should with the pre-

viously determined tangent d m, fig. 8, at 0, it ends tan-

gentially to a lineparallel to said tangent, either within it, as

at c; or beyond it, as at b. Being first certain that no error

has occurred in tracing out the curve, ascertain with the

compass the bearing of the tangent a d, and, removing the

compass to the end of the curve at c or b, (as the case may
be,) run the line b o or c 0, in the same course as a d, un-

til it strikes the tangent d o m
;
which may be ascertained

by ranging two stakes placed on the tangent.

Then measure b o, or c o, (as the case may be,) and if

the curve fall within the tangent om, as at
<?,

measure for-
wards from t towards d, the distance t a, equal to c o

;
or if

the curve fall beyond the tangent, as at 5, measure back-

wards from s, the distance s a equal to b o. Then the

curve retraced from a, will terminate tangentially in d m at o.

N. B. The direction of c o or b o may be ascertained

without a compass, and better, thus : Multiply the tangential

angle of the curve by twice the number of chords run, less

ojie; subtract the product from 180, and sighting back

one chord to n or r, lay off the angle n c b, or r b v, equal to

the remainder. For example, if the tangential angle be

10, and from t to c be 4 chords, then 7 times 10 taken
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from 180 leaves the angle n c 6, or r b v 110. When the

product exceeds 180, it must be subtracted from 360,
for the angle n c 5, or r b v,*

This case occurs whenever an error has been made in

measuring the distance from d to a. If d a be made too

short, the curve s b is the result
;
and if too long, the curve t c.

If the error is small, it may be divided equally among
the chords by measure, without retracing the curve with

an instrument. This method may be employed with per-
fect security so long as the error does not exceed 1 foot to

every chord of 100 feet ;
and it will never be so great if

moderate care be taken.

Thus, if the curve be 20 chords long, and the error 20

feet, the last stake may be moved 20 feet, the next 19, the

next 18, &c., as nearly at right angles to the curve as can

be judged by the eye.
The same ordinates that would have been used had the

curve been correct, will answer for the one so adjusted,
without perceptible difference. For other cases, see Art. X.

ARTICLE X.

Again, it may happen that the error is not caused by a

mismeasurement of the distance a e, figs. 9 and 10, as in

the last case ;
but by mistake in obtaining the angle a e f.

Fig, 9. Fig. 10.

If a e /, fig. 9, be measured in excess, as a e g, then the

* In both cases the angle is measured outwardly from the curve; but when
the curve falls beyond the tangent, as at b, then b v must be continued inwardly
as bo.
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curve a b cy calculated for the incorrect angle a e g, will be
found to fall beyond the true tangent e /, as at c

;
and the

tangents e g and e f not being parallel, the curve cannot be

adjusted by either of the methods given in the preceding
Article, unless the error be within about 1 foot to each 100
feet length of the curve ; in which case, (supposing no other

error to exist,) either of those methods may be employed,
with sufficient accuracy for practice.

Also, if a efj fig. 10, be measured too small, as a e g, then
the curve a b c, calculated for the incorrect angle a e g, will

be found to fall within the true tangent ef9
as at c ; when so,

the remarks contained in the preceding sentence are equally

applicable here. If the error be within 1 foot to 100 feet

length of curve, it may be equally divided among the chords.

But if greater, we must either remeasure the angle a ef
correctly, and go over the whole work again, or resort to

some other mode of obviating the difficulty. The angle
a e/may be difficult of access; or the curve may be so

long that to retrace it would be a work of much labor.

We may then adopt the method of compound curves, (see
Art. XIII.,) by which much trouble will be avoided, and a

considerable portion of the first part of the curve be

allowed to remain as it is.

Thus, whether the curve a b c fall beyond the true tan-

gent e /, as in fig. 9, or inside of itr as in fig. 10, place the

instrument at 6, figs.
9 and 10, (the point at which the change

of radius is to take place,) and sighting back one chord to

n, lay off the tangential angle n b m of the curve a b c, and

observe where the tangent m b continued,, strikes e /, as

at o. Measure both b o, and the angle b of. Half the angle
b of taken from 90, gives the angle b h o\ then say,

r>r , c.. f ,71 \ C Nat Sine of angle bo h
** *

{?*RC
(

ISWiJt*TJ
11 to

{
ow" l

s ift ip**
So is The given side b o, ta The required side, or new radius b h.

Ascertain from the table, or by calculation, the angle of

deflection, and the tangential angle corresponding to this

new radius b A; and the new curve commencing at b will

terminate tangentially to e /at ,
as far from o as o is from b.

For the mode of uniting two curves of different radii, so

as to form a compound curve, see Article XIII.
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It will be observed, that when the first curve, a b c, fig.

10, falls inside the tangent ef, the new curve must be of

greater radius
;
and when beyond fig. 9, of a less one.

ARTICLE XL

Having given the angles a b c and bed, fig. 11, and the

distance b c, it is required to find the greatest radius, g i,

or h i, that can be employed in a REVERSE curve, (see

Article XIV) f o i n m, for uniting a b to c d.

Mule. Half the angle
a b c taken from 90,
leaves the angle bgi; and
half the angle bed taken

from 90, leaves the angle
i h c.

From the table of tan-

gents take the natural tan-

gent (b i) of the angle bgi;
and that (i c) of the angle
the; and add them together.

Then as the sum of these two nat. tangents is to the nat.

tang, of b g i, soisbctobi; and b i taken from b c, gives i c.

Again, in the triangle bg i, as the nat. sine of the angle
b g i, opposite the given side b i, just found, is to the nat.

sine of the angle g b i, opposite the required side g i, so is

b
i, the given side, to g i, the required side or radius.

Uxample. Let the angle a b c be 71 40 r

,
the angle bed

129 15', and the distance b c 950 feet. What is the length
of radius hi or g i, of the easiest reverse curve that can be

traced for uniting a b to c d ?

Here, half the angle a b c (35 50 ;

)
taken from 90, leaves

the angle bg i 54 10'; and half the angle bed (64 37J')
taken from 90, leaves the angle i he 25 22J'.

From the table of tangents, we have nat. tang, of b g i

(54 10')
= 1-3848; and nat. tang, of i h c (25 22*')

=
4743; their sum being 1-8591.

2*
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Then as

Sum <

and b i, 707-63 feet, taken from b c, 950 feet, leaves i c

242-37 feet.

Again, as the

Nat. Sine "1 f . , e 1 f * 1 ( g i or h i, the

8107 J
5b54'

J I feet.

ARTICLE XII.

To obtain the angle d b e, formed by two tangents, d b, and
b e, when the point b is inaccessible. Figs. 12, 13, 14,
and 15.

This is of frequent occurrence.

CASE 1. When the included figure, fig. 12, has but three

sides.

Rule. Subtract the angle a de from 180 for the angle
b d e

;
and subtract the angle dec from 180, for the angle

deb. Add together b d e and d e b, and subtract their

sum from 180, for the angle d b e.

Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

AA A<d,

a

CASE 2. When the included figure, d b ef, figs. 13 and

14, has/0w sides.

Rule. Subtract the sum of the three internal angles of

the figure marked by dotted segments of circle, from 360,
for the angle d b e.

CASE 3. When the included figure, 15, has more than

four sides.
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Rule. Add together all the internal angles, marked by
dotted segments of circles

;
and subtract their sum from

twice as many right angles as the figure has sides, less

four, for the angle d b e.

Hxample. Let the angles denoted by the dotted seg-
ments at the different letters be as follows : That at d,

70
;
at o, 220

;
at i, 150

; at *, 110
;
at c, 160

; at e,

100. The sum of these is 810. The figure has 7 sides;

and twice 7, less 4 = 10; and 10 right angles = 900
;

from which the sum of the designated internal angles

(810) being subtracted, leaves 90, for the angle d b e*

N. B. When the angle d b e has to be deduced from a

figure of many sides, as fig. 15, the errors spoken of in

Articles IX. and X, are apt to occur, unless the several

sides and the angles o, i, s, &c., be measured with much
care. For tracing curves with any accuracy and satisfaction,
the instrument should be divided at least into minutes

;
as

before remarked, the transit instrument is the best for the

purpose. With moderate care in the preparatory measure-
ment of the sides and angles, errors will seldom occur that

may not be adjusted with all the accuracy required in prac-

tice, by the very simple method of dividing them equally

among the chords, as explained in Articles IX. and X.

ARTICLE XIII.

To pass from one curve, a m b, fig. 16, to another, b n c,

of different radius, but running in the same direction,

constituting a COMPOUND curve.

Rule. Placing the instrument at b, sight back to the

Other end of the 100 feet chord at

a; and lay off the tangential angle ,

a b d, of the curve a m b', then"

from the common tangent d b e, lay
off the tangential angle e b c, of the

curve b n c, making at the same
time the chord b c equal to 100 feet.

N. B.' If running the curve by eye, use the tangential
distances instead of the angles.
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ARTICLE XIV.

To pass from one curve, m n t, fig. 17, to another, t i o, of
either the same, or of a different radius, but running in
an opposite direction ; constituting a REVERSE curve.

Rule. Placing the instrument at t, sight back to the
other end of the 100 feet chord

_. -- ^ at m, and lay off the tangential*
angle m t r, of the curve m n

t',

^en from tne common tangent
r t s, lay off the tangential angle
s t o, of the curve t i o; making
at the same time the chord t o,<

equal to 100 feet.

N. B. If running the curve by eye, use the tangential
distances instead of the angles.

ARTICLE XV.

RADII.

To find the radius corresponding to any given angle of de-

flection, and to equal chords of any given length.

Rule 1. Subtract the angle of deflection from 180,
then say, as nat. sine of angle of deflection, is to nat. sine

of half the remainder, so is the given chord to the radius

required.

Example. Let the angle of deflection be 2, and the

chord 100 feet, required the radius.

Here 2 subtracted from 180, leaves 178, the half of

which is 89, and as

Nat. Sine of 2 Nat. Sine of 89
,

Chord . Radius
034899 -999848 100 feet 2865 feet.

Rule 2. The radius for 100 feet chords may be found

approximately, by dividing 5730 by the deflection angle.
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This rule is very close for radii of not less than 500 feet.

For 500 feet it gives eight-tenths of a foot too little> but is

more approximate for larger radii.

Example. What is the radius to a deflection angle of

2, the chords being 100 feet long?
Here, 5730 divided by 2, gives 2865 feet, the radius

required.

ARTICLE XVI.

TANGENTIAL AND DEFLECTION ANGLES.

To find either the Tangential or Deflection Angle corres-

ponding to any given radius, and to equal chords of any
given length.

Rule 1. Divide half the chord by the radius; the quo-
tient will be the natural sine of the- tangential angle.

Therefore, the angle corresponding to this sine, in the table

of natural sines, will be the tangential angle required ;
and

the tangential angle multiplied by 2 will give the deflection

Example. Let the radius be 2865 feet, and the chord

100 feet; what will be the tangential and deflection angles?

Here, half the chord, (50 feet,) divided by the radius,

(2865 feet,) gives -01745; and the tangential angle in the

table corresponding to the natural sine -01745 is 1, twice

which is 2, the deflection angle required.

Mule 2. The deflection angle for 100 feet chords may
be found approximately by dividing 5730 by the radius.

This is very close for curves of over 500 feet radius. For
500 feet it gives about one minute too little.

Example. What is the deflection angle for a radius of

2865 feet, the chords being 100 each?

Here, 5730 divided by the radius 2865, gives 2, the

deflection angle required.
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ARTICLE XVII.

DEFLECTION DISTANCES.

To find the Deflection Distance (exactly) for any given
radius, when the chords are 100 feet long.

Rule. Divide the constant number 10000 by the radius

in feet; the quotient will be the deflection angle required.*

Example. What is the deflection distance to a radius

of 5730 feet, the chords being 100 feet long?
Here, 10000 divided by 5730 radius, gives 1-745 feet,

the deflection distance required.

To find the Deflection Distance for any given radius, and

for equal chords of any given length.

Rule. Divide half the given chord by radius, the quo-
tient will be the natural sine of oue-half the deflection

angle ;
and double this natural sine, multiplied by the chord,

will give the deflection distance required. By this rule our

table was prepared.

Example. As before, what is the deflection distance to

a radius of 5730 feet, the chords being 100 feet long?

Here, half the chord, (50 feet,) divided by radius, (5730

feet,) gives -008727, which is the natural sine of half the

deflection angle. Now -008727, multiplied by 2, gives

017454, which, multiplied by the chord, (100 feet,) gives
1-745 feet, the required deflection distance, the same as in

the preceding example,

ARTICLE XVIII.

TANGENTIAL DISTANCES.

To find the Tangential Distance corresponding to any given

radius, and to equal chords of any given length.

Rule. First find the tangential angle by Article XVI.,
and take from the table of natural sines, that correspond-

* Because the deflection distance to a radius of 10000 feet, with chords of

100 feet, is 1 foot; and the deflection distances for other radii increase inversely

as the radii.
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ing to one-half of the tangential angle. Then multiply
double this sine by the given chord, for the tangential dis-

tance. By this rule our table was prepared.

Example. Let the radius be 2865 feet, and the chords

100 feet each; what will be the tangential distance?

Here we find, by Article XVI., the tangential angle 1

for a radius of 2865 feet.

The natural sine corresponding to 30 minutes, or one-

half of this tangential angle, is, by the table of sines,

008727; the double of which is -017454, which, multiplied

by the chord, or 100 feet, gives 1-745 feet for the tangen-
tial distance required.

ARTICLE XIX.

OEDINATES.

To find the Middle Ordinate to any given radius, and to

any given chord,

Rule 1. From the square of the radius subtract the

square of half the chord ;
and take the square root of the

remainder from the radius, for the middle ordinate.

Example. What is the length of the middle ordinate

d 0, fig. 18, the radius c a being 819 feet, and the chord

a b 100 feet?

Here, the square of c a (819) is 670761, and the square
of a e (50) is 2500

; which, being subtracted from the

former, leaves 668261
;
the square root of which is e c,

817-472; which, taken from the radius 819, leaves 1*528

feet, the required middle ordinate, d e.

Rule 2. Subtract the tabular cosine of the tangential

angle from 1, and multiply the remainder by the radius.

Example. Same as foregoing, namely, radius 819 feet,

angle of deflection 7, to chords of 100 feet. What will be
the length of the middle ordinate ?

Here, tabular cosine of 3J (the tangential angle) is

998135; which, subtracted from 1, leaves -001865; which,

multiplied by 819, the radius, gives 1-527, the middle

ordinate required.
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ARTICLE XX.

Having given the Middle Ordinate d e, jig. 18, it is required
to find any other one, as i n.

Rule 1. Subtract the middle
ordinate d e, from the radius d c,

the remainder will be e c : then

from the square of the radius

ci, subtract the square of the

distance o i, which the required
ordinate i n is from the middle

ordinate d e, and extract the square root of the remainder.

This square root will be o c. From this square root o c,

subtract e c
;
the remainder will be o e> which is equal to

i n, the required ordinate.

Example. The middle ordinate d e, of a 100 feet chord

I a, to a radius of 819, being 1-528 feet, it is required to

.find the length of the ordinate i n, 20 feet from the middle

one.

Here, the middle ordinate d e, 1-528, subtracted from

the radius 819, leaves e c, 817-472. The square of the

radius is 670761
;
and the square of 20 (the distance of the

required ordinate from the middle one) is 400 ;
which taken

from 670761, leaves 670361; the square root of which is

818-756, or o c\ from which take e c, or 817-472, and the

remainder, 1-284, will be o e, which is equal to in, the

required ordinate.

Rule 2. Multiply the ordinates of a l d curve by the

deflection angle of the curve whose ordinates are required,

(chords being 100 feet.) This is a sufficiently close approxi-
mation for curves of not less than 500 feet radius

;
and for

placing ordinates for guiding the excavations and embank-

ments, it is close enough for the smallest curves in our table.
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TABLE OF RADII, &c. CHORD 100 FEET.

The Tangential Angle is always one-half of the Angle of Deflection.



TABLE OF RADII, &c. CHORD 100 FEET.

CONTINUED.

The Tangential Angle is always one-half of the Angle of Deflection.
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TABLE OF RADII, &c. CHORD 100 FEET.

CONTINUED.

The Tangential Angle is always one-half of the Angle of Deflection.
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TABLE OF ORDINATES.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord me hundred feet.
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TABLE OF ORDINATES CONTINUED.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord one hundred feet.



TABLE OF ORDINATES CONTINUED.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord one hundred feet.



TABLE OF OKDINATES CONTINUED.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord one hundred feet.
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TABLE OF ORDINATES CONTINUED.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord one hundred feet.
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TABLE OF ORDINATES CONTINUED.

Ordinates five feet apart. Chord one hundred feet.
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ARTICLE XXL

ON LONG CHORDS.

It is sometimes convenient, in preliminary locations, to

lay off curves by chords longer than 100 feet. For in-

stance, in
fig. 19, instead of running from a by chords a 6,

b c, c d, &c. of but 100 feet, points c?, /, g, &c. may be ob-

tained with less trouble by using three times the tangential
or deflection angles of the table, (as the case may be,) and

employing chords a d, df, fg, &c. nearly three times as

a 6

long as the chords a
,
b c, &c.

;
or if a <^ df, fg be either

2 or 4 stations apart, then 2 or 4 times the tangential and
deflection angles would be used

;
and chords nearly 2 or 4

times 100 feet in length.

The following table contains the precise length of chord

required to subtend respectively 1, 2, 3, or 4 stations. It

is seldom desirable to exceed the latter limit.
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TABLE OF LONG CHORDS.
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When this method of laying out curves by long chords
is used, the instrument should be moved to each successive

point after it is determined, in order to fix the next one,
instead of attempting to obtain more than one point from
one position of the instrument; because when the chords
are longer than one chain, they cannot be measured in the

right direction by eye, but must be guided by the instru-

ment.

It must be especially borne in mind that, in any given
curve, only the tangential and deflection angles increase in

the same proportion as the number of 100 feet stations sub-

tended by the long chord. Therefore, these long chords

cannot be used for laying out curves by eye, as their tan-

gential and deflection distances are not known.
When it is required to use long chords for turning a

curve by eye, they must be composed of a number of whole

chains, being made say 200, 300, or 400, &c. feet in length.
The tangential and deflection distances of curves of more
than 500 feet radius may then be assumed, in practice, to

increase as the squares of the number of chains in the length
of the long chord. For instance, to lay off a 5 curve by
chords of 200, 300, or 400 feet in length, the tangential
and deflection distances of the table must be multiplied by
4, 9, or 16, as the case may be. In this case the tangen-
tial and deflection angles are unknown.

This is not mathematically correct, but will answer in

practice for the curves on a canal or common road, where

great nicety is not needed.

The only proper instrument for running lines of survey
is the transit, furnished with a compass and with a revolv-

ing telescope. The deflections being measured in angles,
serve as a check to the numerous sources of error to which
the compass is liable, arising from local attraction, elec-

trical action in the glass cover, diurnal variation, &c. &c.

Besides, when the compass alone is used, it is necessary to

test every course or bearing from each end of each station
;

and this involves loss of time.

The following is a good form of field-book for the transit

and compass combined.

Station. Distance.
Total

Distance.
Course.

Deflection

in Degrees.

Left.
| Kight.

The right hand page is

left blank for Remarks,
and Sketches of Topogra-
phy.
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In every locating party there should be one person whose

duty is to obtain, and record the transverse slopes of the

ground at each station. His observations will usually ex-

tend to from fifty feet, to one hundred yards on each side

of the centre stakes, depending on a variety of circum-

stances of locality which cannot be alluded to here. In

preliminary locations these slopes heed not be taken with

very great nicety, as they will be used chiefly for ascer-

taining, approximately, the amount of excavation and

embankment, by the rapid process described in my little

volume on that subject, and which dispenses with nearly
all the labor of the usual calculations.

After the final location is made, the slopes should be
taken again, with great care, to the nearest quarter of a

degree; but need not extend beyond the width actually

occupied by the road. Their use in this second operation
Will be for determining the cubic contents with more pre-
cision than before^ for final estimates

;
and also for obtain-

ing the positions of the side-stakes.

Should the duty of recording these slopes devolve upon
the compassman, (which it should not,) F

-

OQ
it will be necessary to add another

column to his field-bookj after that con-

taining the deflections. In this column
he will insert the slopes, thus, (Fig. 20.)
the dot representing the center stake. The degrees of

slope are written above the lines, and the distance in feet

to which they extend, beloW.

The slopes are taken by laying a long rod on the ground,
at right angles to the line of survey, as nearly as may be

judged by eye, and measuring the angles by means of a

small slope instrument placed upon the rod. These are

made by most of our instrument-makers*

ARTICLE XXII.

TO ADJUST A TRANSIT INSTRUMENT.

Having placed the transit firmly at a, fig. 21, and level-

led it, clamp all fast, and direct the cross-hairs, by means
of the tangent screw, to some convenient object, b. Then,

revolving the telescope vertically ^
but without moving it in

the least horizontally, let the cross-hairs fix upon a second
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object in the opposite direction, as <?; or, if there be no
such object, place one, as for instance a chain-pin, at any
convenient distance.

d
9

J%2Z
Then uhclarap the lower damp, and revolve horizontally

the entire upper part of the instrument above the parallel

plates. Clamp it again, and fix the cross-hairs upon 5;
then again revolve the telescope vertically. If the sight
now strikes

<?,
as before, it is in adjustment; but if not,

place another object, d, where it does strike; and with the

adjusting pin alter the vertical cross-hair so as to strike

halfway between d and c. The instrument will then be
in adjustment. .

Two or more trials will generally be needed before the

adjustment is perfect.
With care, and on a firm floor, the operation may be

performed in a long room, or by placing the instrument in

a, doorway communicating with two rooms of moderate size.

Fine pins, or needles should then be used as the objects to

be sighted at. It is better, however, to adjust out of doors,
with more distant objects. It is also a good precaution to

hang up a long plumb-line, or select some vertical object,
and see whether the vertical hair coincides with it, as the

telescope is raised or lowered. If from any accident, or

carelessness in its construction, it does not, the defect must
be remedied by an instrument-maker.
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